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ABSTRACT
The molten corium-concrete interaction (MCCI) phenomenon was analyzed with the Moving Particle
Semi-implicit (MPS) method by carrying out a numerical simulation of CCI-3 experiment. The
interaction of the fully oxidized PWR core melts with a specially-designed two-dimensional siliceous
concrete test section was analyzed, focusing on investigating the anisotropy in cavity ablation with
siliceous concrete. The phase transition of the melt and the concrete was modeled based on a phase
transition model for mixture. The effects of aggregates on the lateral and axial ablation were investigated
by simulating two specially designed cases: one with aggregates in concrete and the other without
aggregates in concrete. The simulation results by MPS method reproduced the anisotropic cavity ablation
profile and the overall axial and lateral ablation rates agreed well with the experimental measures. The
experimental and MPS results both indicated that the crust on the interface between the basemat and melt
pool played an important part in axial concrete ablation process by hindering the axial ablation. The
simulation results by MPS method also provided an evidence to support the theory that aggregates were
the cause of anisotropic ablation profile in cavity with siliceous concrete because aggregates could delay
the axial basemat ablation more significantly than the lateral one and influence the power split in the melt
pool.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In a severe accident, the late containment failure may be caused by the thermal attack of core melt on the
reactor pit or concrete basemat. The core melt or molten corium which is discharged from the failed
reactor vessel could drop on and interact with the concrete basemat. This so-called Molten Corium
Concrete Interaction (MCCI) phenomenon could lead to gradual ablation of the basemat and sidewalls of
the reactor pit and jeopardize the integrity of containment if it is not terminated, namely when corium is
cooled down to the temperature below that for concrete ablation. The consequences can be rather
catastrophic since there is potential risk that a large amount of fission products will release to the
environment. In the light of this consequence, the trigger and development of MCCI should be
investigated intensively to mitigate and prevent its consequences.
In MCCI, the main issue that needs to be addressed is when and how the molten corium will melt through
the basemat. Thus concrete behavior under high temperature and its ablation should be investigated and
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studied. A number of MCCI experiments have been carried out since 1980s. The early large scale
experiments, such as SURC [1][2], SWISS [3], ACE [4], and MACE [5], are all one-dimensional MCCI
experiments, mainly aiming at analyzing one-dimensional ablation behavior of oxidic corium or metal
with concrete, the effect of Zr oxidation on MCCI, and the effect of an overlying water pool. More recent
MCCI experiments began to focus on the two-dimensional concrete ablation pattern with respect to the
axial versus radial ablation ratio and melt coolability induced by late water injection. In a series of CCI
experiments performed by OECD/NEA [6], one of the major findings was that the ablation in siliceous
concrete tended to present an anisotropic pattern, in which the radial ablation was more significant than
the axial ablation. On the other hand, the tests with limestone concrete showed a more isotropic ablation
pattern, in which the radial and axial ablations tended to be similar. Since the ablation depth in the
concrete cavity is an important parameter regarding concrete integrity, it is necessary to understand the
mechanism of the ablation patterns in different types of concrete in order to maintain the containment
integrity in case of MCCI. As to the isotropic and anisotropic ablation patterns regarding limestone-rich a
nd silica-rich concretes, one explanation is that these two types of concrete use different aggregates as con
stituent materials. Generally, concrete is a mixture of mortar (a mixture of cement, water and fine aggrega
tes) and gravel (large aggregates), or a mixture of cement paste and aggregates (sand and gravel). Limesto
ne concrete is composed of limestone aggregates (CaCO3) which would decompose into CaO and CO2 at
a temperature of 973-1173K. On the other hand, the siliceous concrete is composed of silica aggregates, w
hich is thermally stable at 2000K. Due to the apparently different behavior of aggregates at high temperat
ure, one explanation to the anisotropic ablation in siliceous concrete is that this phenomenon may be
caused by the existence of relatively stable aggregates (silica) that still remain solid and stable at concrete
melt temperature on the axial cavity bottom, which act as cold sources in the corium pool thus contributin
g local crust on the basemat surface preventing downward/axial ablation and leading to a tendency of
much easier and pronounced lateral sidewall ablation. However, additional experiments and analysis are
needed to support this theory.
Meanwhile, several computer codes have also been developed and validated against the experimental
results, such as CORCON [7], WECHSL [8], CORQUENCH [9], COSACO [10], ASTEC/MEDICIS [11]
and TOLBIAC-ICB [12]. These codes were developed in the aim of modeling the physical and chemical
phenomena during MCCI. In these codes, the corium pool is described with different heat transfer
correlations, the pool stratification models, the cavity ablation models and the pool/concrete interface
models. Previous code validations against experiments and benchmark calculations have shown
discrepancies on the axial and lateral ablation among these codes, and still uncertainties remain in the
prediction of the shape of the ablated cavity [13][14]. The large discrepancies indicate the limitations of
specific correlations and models that are used in the codes, which suggest a necessity to develop a multidimensional code based on fundamental governing equations to further improve the accuracy and
reliability of numerical analysis.
The MPS method, which is known as the Moving Particle Semi-implicit method, was first proposed by
Koshizuka and Oka in 1990s. In the MPS method, the basic governing equations are discretized based on
particle interactions. Large deformation of interfaces and phase change processes can be easily simulated
since no grids are needed [15]. Through the past years, the MPS method has been applied in a wide range
of engineering applications including nuclear engineering [16][17][18], chemical engineering [19] and
ocean engineering [20]. Especially in nuclear engineering, the MPS method has been validated and
proved effective to analyze a number of phenomena in a severe accident scenario, especially the analysis
that involves phase change in melt behavior, such as molten core spreading [21], stratification and
solidification/melting behaviors [22], melt penetration and freezing behavior in an instrument tube [23][2
4]. Moreover, MPS method has also been successfully applied to analyze one-dimensional MCCI
experiments SURC-2 and SURC-4 [25]. Simulation by MPS method employs basic physical models such
as heat conduction, melting, solidification, viscosity, surface tension, which provides a more fundamental
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approach to understand physical process. In the light of these successful implementations, applicability of
MPS method for the severe accident analysis is very feasible and effective.
In this paper, numerical simulation of two-dimensional MCCI experiment CCI-3 was performed by a twodimensional computer code developed in the frame of MPS method, providing a direct numerical
modeling of the interaction of the fully oxidized PWR core melts with a two-dimensional siliceous
concrete test section during CCI-3. The characteristic moments of the dry cavity ablation process and the
axial/radial ablation front/rate were presented. The effect of the aggregates which were believed to be the
cause of anisotropic ablation pattern in siliceous concrete was also discussed in detail.
2. NUMERICAL METHOD
2.1. MPS Method
The mass, momentum and energy conservation equations applied in MPS method are:
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In MPS method, all the differential operators are substituted according to the following particle
interaction models. The common kernel function used to discretize the differential operators is defined as:
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where r is the distance between particles, and re is the effective interaction radius for narrowing down
the scope of interaction. The particle number density ni at the position ri , which is defined as the
summation of the weight function value and is proportional to the fluid density, is defined as:
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The gradient model and Laplacian model that are used to discretize the gradient and Laplacian operators
are shown in Eqs. (6) and (7).
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Laplacian model:
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2.2. Phase Transition Model
Since melting and solidification processes of materials are the main concerns during MCCI, phase
transition is modeled with respect to the state of change of each particle in MPS method. Each particle is
characterized by temperature T, enthalpy h and solid fraction J . The temperature of the particle is
calculated as a function of enthalpy, which is:
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The solid fraction of the particle is defined as:
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When J = 0, the particle is in a completely fluid state; when J =1, the particle is in a completely solid
state; when 0< J <1, the particle is in a partially fluid and partially solid state. Analysis of melt spreading
experiments for stainless steel SPREAD suggested that about 55% of heat of fusion needs to be removed
from the melt (i.e. containing 55% solid fraction) to stop the spreading process [26]. This indicated that a
critical value of solid faction to determine when molten materials change from the fluid to solid is
important.
2.3. Viscosity Model for Corium Mixture
The viscosity of molten corium and concrete mixture is an important parameter to predict its rheological
behavior during MCCI. Since the viscosity of molten corium and concrete mixture has strong dependence
on temperature, especially between the solidus and liquidus temperature of corium, a temperature
dependent model was used in current MPS code. The viscosity measurement was conducted with 27.5
weight-% siliceous concrete and analyzed by Epstein [27], and could be correlated as follows:
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The viscosities for over 2600K and less than 2000K were deemed as constant values calculated from the
above correlations at 2000K and 2600K, respectively.
2.4. Numerical Calculation Procedure
In MPS method, a semi-implicit algorithm is employed. The viscosity term and gravity term from Equ.2
and the temperature are explicitly calculated, while the pressure gradient term is implicitly calculated. In
each time step, the momentum equation is first explicitly solved to obtain the temporal velocities and
positions except the pressure gradient term. Then the pressure is calculated implicitly with the following
Poisson equation of pressure (Eq. 11) deduced from the mass conservation equation to maintain the
incompressibility of the fluid. Then the positions and velocities of the particles are corrected by the
pressure gradient as shown in Eqs. 11-13. A calculation flowchart for the MPS algorithm is shown in
Fig.1.
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3. TEST AND SIMULATION CONDITIONS
3.1. CCI-3 Experiment Description
Core-Concrete Interaction (CCI) experiments consisted of a series of large scale reactor materials
experiments performed within the OECD/MCCI program in order to address remaining uncertainties
related to long-term two-dimensional corium-concrete interaction under both wet and dry cavity
conditions [6]. CCI-3 experiment was designed to investigate the interaction of a fully oxidized
Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) core melt, initially containing 15 weight-% siliceous concrete, with a
specially designed two-dimensional siliceous concrete test section. The siliceous concrete for this test was
European type. The compositions of core melt and concrete are shown in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.
The apparatus for containment of the core material consists of a test section that is about 3.4 m tall with a
square internal cross-section which initially measures 50 cm x 50 cm. The principal components of the
test section consist of a bottom support plate, two sidewall sections, one basemat section and an upper
enclosure lid. A side view and top view of the lower part of the test section are shown in Figs. 2 and 3,
respectively. The concrete basemat is initially 55 cm deep and each of the two concrete sidewalls is 56.2
cm thick, which provides 20 cm of remaining sidewall thickness once the 35 cm axial and lateral ablation
limits have been reached. A video camera was installed on the upper lid of the test section to record the
visual information regarding the corium-concrete interaction and melt quenching behavior. Type K and
Type C thermocouple assemblies were instrumented into the concrete sidewalls and basemat to record the
temperature data regarding the two-dimensional ablation profile and melt as a function of time. The main
test conditions and procedures are listed in Table 3.
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Explicit calculation

Implicit calculation

Figure 1. MPS algorithm flowchart

Figure 2. The lower part of CCI-3 test section: side view [6]
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Figure 3. Top view of the test section of CCI-3 [6]
Table I. Melt composition in CCI-3 [6]
Composition

UO2

ZrO2

Calcined
Concrete*

Cr

Weight percent
(%)

56.32

23.13

14.14

6.41

*Calcined concrete: 79.0/0.9/15.6/4.5 weight-% SiO2/MgO/CaO/Al2O3
Table II. Main chemical composition of the siliceous concrete used in CCI-3 [6]
Composition

SiO2

CaO

Al2O3

Fe2O3

MgO

K2O

Na2O

SO3

TiO2

Weight percent
(%)

59.91

16.79

3.53

1.49

0.85

0.81

0.66

0.434

0.155

Table III. Test procedures of CCI-3 [6]
Time(minute)
-0.7
0.0
0.0-0.8
1.6
51.4
107.6
140.3
143.1
146.4
173.3

Major events of CCI-3
Thermite burn initiated.
Melt generation completed; initial temperature ~1950 °C
Onset of basemat ablation detected in the SE basemat quadrant, and at 0.0, +10.0, +20.0, and
+30.0 cm elevations on both concrete sidewalls.
Target input power of 120 kW reached.
Onset of sustained basemat ablation detected at all instrument locations.
Sidewall ablation reaches 29.2 cm in South wall at +10.0 cm elevation; water injection
initiated; end of dry cavity ablation
Lance used to breach the crust. No noticeable increase in the debris cooling rate.
Ablation reaches 34.3cm limit at the +10 cm elevation in the South sidewall.
Power supply operation terminated.
Data logging terminated.
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3.2. Simulation Conditions of CCI-3 experiment
In order to model CCI-3 experiment, two cases were carried out with two slightly different initial particle
configurations as shown in Fig. 4. These two particle configurations with the same geometry were almost
the same with the only difference lying in whether there existed aggregates in the concrete. The purpose
of building these two different particle configurations and carrying out two simulation cases was to
identify the effect of aggregates on MCCI since aggregates were believed to account for the anisotropic
ablation profile in cavity for MCCI experiments with siliceous concrete. Since the geometry of the test
section in CCI-3 is symmetrical, only half of the real test section geometry was built in consideration of
computational cost. Five types of particles were used to represent different materials in the geometry,
namely the melt, the concrete, the aggregate and two types of wall particles. The aggregate particles were
considered to distribute evenly within the concrete. Additionally, another two types of particles were set
to represent the solidified melt (crust) and the molten concrete for phase transition simulation. The bulk of
MgO sidewalls were described with dummy wall particles, and wall particles were applied on the layer
that immediately contacted with the melt and concrete. The difference between these two types of wall
particles is that the pressure was set to be 0 and not calculated for dummy wall particles, while the
pressure of wall particles was calculated in each time step. Meanwhile, nonslip boundary condition was
applied on this layer of wall particles. The left sidewall was deemed as adiabatic during simulation. A
detailed description of the initial physical properties of the materials is listed in Table 4. The physical
properties of the melt, concrete and silica aggregates referenced several literatures on physical properties
for these materials [28] [29], and temperature dependence was taken into consideration during simulation.
Here the same physical properties for concrete were applied in both cases considering concrete as a
mixture in general. In this way, the influence of the aggregates could be better presented although in the
real situation the concrete should be considered as a mixture of mortar and aggregates. The initial
conditions of simulation for CCI-3 were listed in Table 5. Since the MPS simulation only considered dry
cavity ablation, the simulation time is 107.6 minutes (6426.0 seconds).

Case 1: With aggregates

Case 2: Without aggregates

Fig.4 Initial particle configuration for CCI-3 simulation
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Table IV. Initial physical property of the materials

Property
Density (kg/m3)
Specific heat (J/kg·ć
ć)
Heat conduction coefficient
(W/m·K)
Solidus temperature (K)
Liquidus temperature (K)
Latent fusion heat or
decomposition heat (kJ/kg)

Corium
(PWR core melt,
with 15 wt-%
siliceous concrete)
6500.0
550.0
4.0
1573.0
2573.0
300.0

Concrete
(siliceous, 300K)

Aggregate
(silica, 300K)

MgO
(300K)

2270.0
845.2
2.5 (<1073K)
1.3 (ı1073K)
1373.0
1523.0
1800.0

2650.0
782.6
3.0

2680
1250
6.7

Table V. Initial conditions for CCI-3 simulation
Parameters
Particle size (Initial average
distance between particles) (m)
Simulation time (s)
Total particle number
Initial melt temperature (K)
Initial concrete temperature (K)
Input power (kW)

CCI-3
0.008
6460.0
8920
2223.0
300.0
120.0

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Figure 4 shows a series of representative figures depicting the simulated progression of MCCI in the CCI3 experiment. Two sets of figures are shown for Case 1 (with aggregates) and Case 2 (without
aggregates). From the figures, it can be seen that both cases presented an anisotropic profile in the cavity
at the end of simulation, in which the lateral sidewall ablation was much more significant than the axial
basemat ablation. This agreed with the post-test view of final cavity shape in CCI-3 experiment. The
sidewall ablation occurred at 250s and 260s for Case 1 and Case 2, respectively while the basemat
ablation did not occur until at 3500s and 3210s for Case 1 and Case 2, respectively. The delay of the
basemat ablation was caused by the thick crust that is formed on the interface between the melt pool and
the basemat at the very first beginning of the simulation. In the simulation, it was assumed that crust
formed only on the interface between the melt pool and the basemat, namely no crust would develop
along the sidewall. This assumption was made based on the observation that CCI-3 experiment showed
evidence of initial crust formation on the concrete basemat, but there was no evidence of initial sidewall
crust formation for this test. For both cases, the crust did not break until the late phase of the experiment.
This so-called incubation period during which the ablation rate is very low plays an important part in
MCCI. It is noted that the crust broke only due to heat transfer while there should be some slight chemical
dissolution caused by molten concrete. This was neglected in current simulation since the crust
dissolution was much less rapid for siliceous concrete than limestone concrete [30]. The duration of the
incubation period was longer in Case 1 than that in Case 2. This is probably one of the effects that
aggregates have on MCCI because aggregates are more thermally stable than concrete. Although the
concrete that was in intermediate contact with the crust could still be ablated by the crust of high
temperature, there was an obvious delay on the concrete ablation progression because the heat conduction
between crust and concrete was much smaller than that between the fluid corium melt and concrete. The
fluid corium melt could create a convective effect on the concrete that contacted with it, which could
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enhance the heat transfer between the melt and concrete, and lead to faster ablation than for the crust and
concrete.
Case 1

Case 2
Mel
Concrete
Aggregat
gg g
Wal
Dummyy
Molten
Crust

Figure 5. Representative moments of simulated MCCI process in CCI-3 experiment
For the final melt pool, stratification behavior was observed in both cases. Two zones can be clearly
recognized: a corium melt phase immediately over the basemat and an overlying molten concrete phase.
For Case 1, there was another phase comprised of aggregates between the corium melt phase and the
molten concrete phase. This phenomenon agrees with the post-test observation of CCI-3 experiment. The
post-test observation indicated that two zones appeared to be present: a heavy monolithic oxide phase
immediately over the basemat that was enriched in core oxides, with a second overlying porous, light
oxide phase that was enriched in concrete oxides for siliceous concrete tests. This stratification behavior
was caused by the density difference between the materials. After melting, the molten concrete and
aggregate particles with lower density compared to corium melt gradually rose, merged into the melt
pool, floated and occupied the upper part of the melt pool.
The simulated axial and lateral ablation fronts of Case 1 and Case 2 are compared with experimental
measurements in CCI-3 as presented in Fig.5. The lateral ablation fronts progressed much more quickly
than the axial ablation fronts. For lateral ablation, Case 1 and Case 2 presented rather similar trend with
Case 2 having a slightly faster ablation rate. The ablation rate was quite steady before basemat crust broke
while decreased significantly after basemat crust broke. The basemat crust break gave rise to a sudden
increase in axial ablation rate, which resulted in the decrease in the lateral ablation during the last 1000
seconds of the simulation. The final lateral ablation fronts (depths) of Case 1 and Case 2 were almost the
same, which were 32cm each and slightly higher than the experimental measurement 29.2cm at the end of
the dry cavity ablation. On the other hand, the axial ablation rate remained relative low compared to the
lateral one. The axial ablation rates of Case 1 and Case 2 remained steadily low and came to a significant
rise after 6220s and 5280s, respectively. This was exactly when basemat crust broke for both cases. In
both cases, the basemat crust never formed again after the break. The final axial ablation front (depth) of
Case 2 reached 10cm and was twice as much as that of Case 1. This indicated that the aggregates did have
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an effect of slowing down the axial ablation, which provides evidence to support the theory that the
aggregates have an effect on the anisotropic ablation profile with siliceous concrete considering that they
could slow down the axial ablation. The reason why there is such delay in basemat crust break and slight
delay in sidewall ablation could be perceived as that the aggregates have a higher thermal conductivity
than concrete, which could influence the power split in the melt pool. As aggregates of higher thermal
conductivity could gain more heat from the corium material than concrete, the heat that was distributed to
the crust and concrete was less in Case 1 than Case 2, which resulted in later crust break and slower
lateral ablation in Case 1.

Figure 6. Axial and lateral ablation fronts of MPS simulation and CCI-3 experimental measures
The MPS predicted and experimental average ablation rate of CCI-3 are shown in Table 6. For lateral
ablation, the dry cavity ablation process can be divided into two phases, which is marked by the time
around 2800s when axial basemat ablation began. The lateral ablation rate after axial basemat ablation
began (after 2800s) was slowed down by the commencement of increase in axial basemat ablation rate.
The lateral ablation rate before 2800s predicted by MPS method for Case 1 and Case 2 are lower than that
of the experimental measurement, while the lateral ablation rate after 2800s predicted by MPS method for
both cases are higher than that of the experimental measurement. In general, considering the whole dry
cavity ablation process, namely during first 6460s of CCI-3 experiment, the overall average ablation rate
predicted by MPS method agrees well with the value calculated from experimental measurements. For
axial ablation rate, the overall average lateral ablation rate is about 6 times of the overall average axial
ablation rate. The axial ablation rate of Case 1 was close to the experimental measurement while that of
Case 2 was twice as much as the experimental measurement. This indicated that aggregates could hinder
the axial basemat ablation, which is believed to be the main cause of the anisotropic ablation profile with
siliceous concrete. Meanwhile, due to the slight difference of lateral ablation rate before and after 2800s,
the aggregates also have an influence on lateral ablation rate. However, the effect is not as obvious as that
on the axial ablation rate. As previously discussed, this is caused by the difference in thermal
conductivities of aggregates and concrete. The difference of influence on axial and radial ablation rate is
due to the different amount of aggregates that was embedded in each layer of the concrete block and that
was gradually accumulated in the melt pool. With more aggregates being gradually released into the melt
pool as ablation progressed, the difference of radial ablation rates of Case 1 and 2 gradually increased,
which indicated more heat was dissipated to aggregates floating in the melt pool rather than sidewall and
basemat crust in Case 1 than in Case 2. This again demonstrated the influence of aggregates on power
split in MCCI.
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Table VI. Experimental and MPS predicted concrete ablation rate for CCI-3
Average ablation rate
(cm/h)
Lateral (before 2800s)
Lateral (after 2800s)
Lateral (in overall)
Axial

Experiment
24.4
10.2
16.3
2.5

MPS
(Case1-With aggregates)
20.6
15.7
17.8
2.8

MPS
(Case2-Without aggregates)
22.5
14.0
17.8
5.6

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a two-dimensional code for MCCI analysis was developed in the frame of MPS method.
Based on basic governing equations and less use of empirical correlations compared to other conventional
MCCI codes, the developed code was successfully applied to the numerical simulation of CCI-3
experiments intended to investigate the interaction of fully oxidized PWR core melts with twodimensional siliceous concrete test section. The following conclusions can be drawn from the present
study:
1. The MPS simulation results presented an anisotropic profile in cavity at the end of simulation, which
reproduced and agreed well with the post-test observation of cavity shape in CCI-3 test. The overall
lateral and axial ablation rates evaluated from the MPS simulation results matched well with the
experimental measurements, but the detailed ablation front history by MPS simulation had some
deviation from the experimental measurements. The MPS simulation results showed that the overall
average lateral ablation rate was about 6 times that of the average lateral ablation rate, which was also
consistent with the experimental observation.
2. Crust on the interface between the basemat and melt pool plays an important part in axial concrete
ablation process. According to MPS simulation, the major delay of axial ablation was caused by the
crust formation on the interface between the basemat and melt pool. Once the crust broke, the axial
ablation rate began to increase dramatically and the lateral ablation rate correspondingly decreased
because of the change in lateral and axial power split. More study is needed to extrapolate current
conclusion to plant scale. In real plant-scale MCCI, crust formation and break is also crucial to
determine the progression of MCCI. However, the crust stability and break mechanism for real plant
cavity needs more research and study.
3. Aggregates have an influence on both the axial and lateral ablation rate according to the analysis of the
different MPS results for CCI-3 experiments: the cases with and without aggregates. The differences
in average axial ablation rate between these two cases indicated that aggregates could hinder the axial
ablation, while the influence on lateral ablation rate was not as obvious as on the axial one. The
influence of the aggregates on power split in MCCI was also presented. Due to the higher thermal
conductivity and density, aggregates could count for more power consumption than concrete.
NOMENCLATURE
Cp
d
g
h
hs 0
hs1

specific heat, J/( kg·K)
dimension number
gravity acceleration, m/s2
enthalpy, J/ kg
enthalpy when melting begins, J/ kg
enthalpy when melting completely ends,

H
m
n
P
Q
r

J/ kg
thermal energy, J/ m3
mass, kg
particle number density
pressure, Pa
heat source, W/m3
particle location vector
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u
w

particle velocity vector
weight function

Greek letters
M
Scalar variable
λ
coefficient

ρ

density, kg/m3
viscosity, Pa·s

Superscript/subscript
e
effective
i,j
particle number
l
liquidus
*
temporal

n, n-1 designation of time step
0
initial condition
s
solidus

r
T
t

particle distance, m
temperature, K
time, s

P
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